
COMMUNICATE COMPLIANTLY.
Relationships between your employees and their clients keep 
your business moving, but mobile security and compliance 
requirements continually evolve, especially in regulated 
industries.

Designed for compliance 
T-Mobile MultiLine helps ensure your organization stays 
compliant with communication regulations while you provide 
clients the support they need. Our solution allows companies to 
meet communication requirements in finance (SEC, FINRA) and 
healthcare (HIPAA), as well as attorney/client requirements for 
reasonable effort to capture pertinent electronic records.

Convenient for employees
T-Mobile MultiLine lets your employees call, text, and 
WhatsApp—all from one app. Features such as automated 
customer consent capture and intelligent, real-time redaction 
of sensitive information1 take complex requirements off the 
end-user’s plate. 

Easily scalable
With this enterprise-grade application, users can enroll their 
devices in minutes. T-Mobile MultiLine works on smartphones 
regardless of carrier and over Wi-Fi connections.

Simple to manage
A web-based admin portal provides IT leaders detailed usage 
analytics and ability to manage users, numbers, and policy 
settings. Integrate with leading CRM2, UEM, and archival tools. 

T-MOBILE MULTILINE

T-Mobile MultiLine is a dedicated, network-
integrated business communication solution with 
key compliance features supporting voice, SMS, and 
common messaging apps.



1 Requires Plus SKU and above.  
2 Requires add-ons. 
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For more information about how T-Mobile for Business can help your organization communicate 

compliantly with MultiLine, visit https://www.t-mobile.com/business/solutions/productivity/

multiline-phone-system-compliance or contact your T-Mobile Representative.

READY TO INTEGRATE 
WITH YOUR WORKFLOWS.
T-Mobile MultiLine helps organizations reach their compliance goals with optional integrations2  for messaging, collaboration, 
account management, and more.
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